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Introduction
Water is an extremely important resource for our planet and we have a limited supply.
Many people throughout the world go without safe drinking water due to a variety of reasons.
Water filtration is very important to keep communities and people safe. Finding cheap reliable
options to water filtration can help in areas without a safe water supply or even help people in
emergencies since it is a complicated process. Water has many factors that need to be evaluated
in order to make sure it’s safe. Water has organisms, bacteria, and natural factors that change the
quality of water. Water is difficult to test and should go through many tests to ensure its safety.
Some tests include; coliform which checks if there’s poop in the water, E.coli which tests for
viruses, turbidity which tests the effectiveness of a filter, pH which tests the acidity of water,
along with many others.
Literature Review
1.

A filter cannot filter all harmful bacteria. Just in tap water there are many harmful
bacterial substances. Depending on where you live you may not need a water filter.
Filters are measured by pore size which vary in size with smaller pore sizes blocking
more bacteria. https://www.cdc.gov/healthywater/drinking/home-water-treatment/waterfilters.html.

2.

Mechanical removes mainly dirt and sediment. They can be extremely complex or very
basic. Absorption filters main material is carbon/activated carbon because it has lots of
nooks and crannies which help to absorb and collect particles in the water. https://
www.aquacure.co.uk/knowledge-base/how-water-filters-work

3.

There are many organic filters that can be used for a water filter. A great organic material
is charcoal. It is great for trapping and absorbing heavy metals. Sand is great at filtering
sediments and rocks. It can also filter all sorts of materials. Lastly is ceramic/clay
because it is effective and helps to filter the water slowly. https://fas.tdtu.edu.vn/en/
news/2018/natural-materials-used-water-filtration

4.

The main source of drinking water comes from rivers and lakes. The water then goes to
a water filtration plant. The plants have many steps in order to filter the water properly.
https://www.britannica.com/topic/water-purification

Previous Projects
Filtration Station 1.0
Abstract- The purpose of my project was to test if a homemade water filter was as effective as a
store-bought filter. After completing my research, I felt that a store-bought filter would work
better because it had been tested over time and the natural filter might be open to outside
pollution from the ground. In order to test the question, I bought a store-bought filter for $20 and
made one at home for $.35. During the experiment I used the same water sample and tested each
filter 7 times. In conclusion I found that both filters improved the water however the homemade
filter had better signs of filtration.
Filtration Station 2.0
Abstract- The purpose of my project was to test if the amount of activated charcoal in a
homemade water filter impacted its effectiveness? After completing my research, I felt that a
moderate amount of charcoal or .01 oz will filter the water the most effectively without

overcorrecting the water sample. In order to test the question, I used the same homemade model
from Filtration Station 1.0 and simply modified the amount of charcoal in each filter. During the
experiment I used the same water sample and tested each filter 6 times and compared it to the
controlled sample. In conclusion I found that all three water filters improved the water however
the .01 had the best rating overall.
Filtration Station 3.0 (Current Project)
Abstract- The purpose of my project was to test if the type of organic matter in a homemade
water filter impacted the effectiveness of its filtration? Based on my research I thought that the
filtration systems with organic material would be less efficient in comparison to the one with
activated charcoal since activated charcoal is commonly used in filtration and commercial filters. In
order to test the hypothesis I made 6 identical filters and changed the organic material found in each
for a total of 5 trials per filter. In conclusion I found that 5 of the 6 filters showed some various
amounts of filtration however the filter with activated charcoal was the only filter to keep the
water in a safe drinking range in all areas.
Research Question - Does the type of organic matter in a homemade water filter impact the
effectiveness of its filtration?
Why it Matters?- If a cost effective water filter can be developed it will bring clean water to
areas in need or in times of crisis.
Hypothesis- If organic material filtration systems are compared to activated charcoal filtration
systems, then the activated charcoal filtration systems will be most effective because they are known
filtering agents and used in commercial filters.

Variables
• Independent/Manipulated Variable: The different types of organic material in each filter.
• Dependent/Responding Variable: The results of turbidity, chlorine, alkaline, and pH after filtration
• Control/Constant Variables: Filter without additional organic material.
Methods
Water Collection Procedures:
1.Collect water sample at local river with a large three-gallon container. Simply stand at the edge and
submerge the bottle until full. Replace lid and then bring home for testing.
Build 5 homemade water filters
1.Cut the bottom end off of the 1L plastic water bottle using scissors. Make sure to save all parts of the
bottle but throw away the label.
2.Using a thumb tack poke 8 small holes in the lid of the plastic water bottle
3. Place 2 coffee filters into the neck of the bottle, making sure the sides of the filters are along the sides
of the bottle.
4.Then place 8 cotton balls into the bottle and push down
5.Then add one of the organic materials
a. Filter 1- no organic material
b. Filter 2- .01oz activated charcoal
c. Filter 3- 1 banana peel
d. Filter 4- .25 cup rice
e. Filter 5. .25 cup coffee grounds
6.Then pour .5 cup of sand into the filter

7.Then pour .5 cup of pebbles into the filter
8. Finally compete the filter by adding .5 cup of red lava rock
9. Once the filter is completed use a glass cup to support the homemade filter
10. Repeat the previous steps for a total of 5 times. Make sure to notice the change in organic material on
step 5.
Experiment
1. Before water testing shake the collected water for one minute in order to evenly distribute the
sediment.
2. Then pour 5 oz from the collection jug into a cup. This will make your testing sample. Once you have
the testing sample test for chlorine, pH, alkaline, and turbidity (steps below). Make sure to record results
after each trial.
3. The following steps will be repeated individually for each filter.
a. Add 5 oz. of water to the filter then let the water filter into the glass.
Once the water has filtered complete the following tests.
i.

Turbiditya. Place the secchi disk sticker on the base of the cup
b. Hold the turbidity chart on the top edge of the jar.
c. Look into the jar and compare the appearance to the secchi disk
d. Record the reading as turbidity in JTU.

ii. pH, Chlorine, and Alkaline
a. Dip full strip in water and remove
b. Time15 seconds and record data on the table.

Repeat the same process for each filter for a total of 5 trials per filter. Once you’ve completed a filter
repeat the above. Making sure to follow the steps above and make sure to record your information after
each trial.

Results

Discussion
From the results I was able to identify that all filters had some impact on the water. In regards to chlorine
the control did not have any and all the filters had the same result. As for pH levels, I found that the only
filter that changed the pH level was that of Coffee. The pH changed to 6.2 which is considered drinkable
but not healthy long term. The rest of the filters keep the levels the same which is a safe drinking level.
The ideal number is 7. For the alkaline test the ideal range for drinking water is under 100 ppm, some of
the filters caused no change but the coffee, rice, and activated charcoal brought down the alkaline levels
to a safer drinking range. Lastly, in the turbidity test the ideal range for drinking should be under 12.5.
JTU. From the results we can see that a variety of filters reduced the numbers excluding the coffee filter
which actually made it worse. The activated charcoal did the best however and filter the largest amount
of particles in the water. In conclusion I found that all filters were able to filter some parts of the water.
However, the filter activated charcoal was the most effective since it not only maintained the pH level but
it improved alkaline and turbidity. As a result my hypothesis was correct.

Limitations
I only tested 4 parts of water safety and it does not look at the bacteria and other levels of the water that
are needed to make sure its safe.
Future Projects
If I continued this project I would like to improve my testing cycle and look at the bacteria levels in the
water.
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